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When itâ€™s up to SEO, link building is a crucial pillar that can uplift your website ranking and traffic
effectively. As the number of quality backlink increases, your website ranking will also start to
increase considerably. But you need to remember the fact that irrelevant or low quality backlinks
can cause negative impacts on your website ranking. There are a wide range of link building
strategies that are used widely by SEO professionals to enhance their website ranking.

Identifying the right link building strategies and deploying them effectively is the key to success.
After, page title, links to your website are considered as the second most important ranking factor. If
you are new to search engine arena, you might find it difficult to identify the right link building
strategy to begin your seo campaign, but it is a high return activity. Hence, it is important to pay
more attention to your link building campaign.

Link building can be classified into two types namely; artificial link building and natural link building.
Both artificial and natural link building are important to improve your website ranking. Artificial link
building directly targets a site and tries to create a quality backlink, while natural link building
indirectly attracts backlinks using high quality contents and well-equipped site.

First let us see about artificial link building:

Creating profile:

Some sites allow the registered user to create a profile. Find such sites and create a powerful profile
that speaks more about your business. Try to create incorporate two or more backlinks to your
website along with the profile.

Discussion forums:

Find some popular forum discussion sites and offer some valuable suggestions to the users but
make sure to incorporate backlinks to your website when you find relevant discussions in a normal
tone than promotional. Not just discussion forums, you can even make use of social networking,
social media sites, Q&A, social bookmarking and online discussion groups.

Link exchange:

If you find a site which sells similar products, you can exchange links with the site to improve your
website ranking.

Natural link building strategies:

Creation of quality contents:

Google Panda is looking for fresh, informative and unique contents that are written in general tone
rather than promotional tone. Posting quality contents in top article sites, social media and other
traffic congested areas will create quality backlinks which in turn will attract a large number of online
users in time.

Contents as link bait:
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Write contents based on some latest trends such as smartphones or apps which will attract a large
number of Smartphone lovers who might register for alert news, post comments and discuss about
the content in social media.

Social media:

When posting contents make sure to include backlinks to social media sites such as Twitter,
Facebook, MySpace and Digg through which might be used by online users to post comments and
discuss.

These are some simple ways through which you might be able to create quality backlinks
effectively. If you are unable to carry out the link building campaign, you can even get assistance
from a SEO company or seo consultant.
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